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NFL Draft 2016 Scouting Report: WR Malcolm 

Mitchell, Georgia 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

Malcolm Mitchell kind of sailed past my radar through this entire draft process. Some people chirped 

about him as a sleeper, but nothing too passionate. He had decent numbers at Georgia, but nothing that 

would get your attention (58 rec. for 865 yards and 5 TDs in 2015). He was invited to the NFL Combine, 

and he put up decent numbers there, but no one left Indianapolis ranting and raving about anything 

Mitchell did. Our preliminary scouting model numbers were decent, but nothing that caught my eye 

right away. I just set his name aside as someone I'd like to look deeper into, but not with any urgency. I 

felt like there wasn't gonna be a whole lot here, quite frankly. 

As we started to dial in our numbers on what we call our ‘smaller wide receiver’ prospect group (WRs 

around 6'1/205 or less…some a lot less), Mitchell kept hanging in there among the top-graded WR-s (s = 

small) prospects in our system. In my mind, I still wrote him off as nothing to be too concerned about. 

With a little bit more scrutiny of the numbers, the individual matchups, etc., Mitchell continued to be 

one of our higher rated WR prospects as the process went on. Of course, I thought this had to be a 

mistake. However, everything seemed to be checking out OK. I was confused and intrigued. 

When everything else seems in order, it’s time to go to the tale of the tape – I set aside everything I was 

working on in order to begin a full study of Malcolm Mitchell. Within about three, maybe four plays…I 

was in love. I fully expected to see your garden-variety, decent, nondescript college wide receiver. What 

I saw was one of the most gifted wide receivers in this draft class. 

Compared to previous years, I haven’t had too many moments like this in 2016. There aren’t that many 

‘wow’ players in this draft, sadly. But it’s what I live for, where I put on the tape, and within a couple 

plays it hits me like a lightning bolt…like some kind of divine intervention. I just know it when I see it. 

There's an ‘it’ quality playing out in front of my eyes. Malcolm Mitchell has a little (maybe a lot of) ‘it’ 

quality. 
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Is he the best wide receiver in this draft class? No. Corey Coleman is such an athletic specimen, that 

there's no wide receiver who should be mentioned in the same breath as Coleman for upside. I love the 

stylings of Robby Anderson, he's the most instinctual WR prospect in his class, but I know he comes with 

red flags based on his thin frame and mild off-field issues. What Malcolm Mitchell has is hard for me to 

describe. It's one of those things that I just knew it when I saw it. I knew a few plays into the very first 

game tape I watched. Watching several games – my original impression remained unchanged. 

Malcolm Mitchell runs very smooth routes (simple as they were at Georgia), he has pretty good/very 

good hands, and really tracks a deep ball well. He appears willing to work underneath but can also burn 

defenders going down the field. Honestly, and maybe it is a big head fake for me, the way he moves on 

the field I can only describe it as – he moves like a star. He moves like a guy who knows what he's doing, 

full of confidence. I was instantly attracted to what I was seeing on tape…which then made our positive 

computer scouting model numbers make more sense to me. 

One of the things you have to take into consideration with Malcolm Mitchell, one of the things analytics 

people will have to adjust their dials a little bit for…you have to consider that the Georgia Bulldogs have 

had one of the most embarrassing pass games in college football for the past couple seasons. Their 

quarterbacks have been a joke, and they've had athletically gifted receivers…but the WRs have been 

mostly used as blockers, with the occasional surprise deep ball. Georgia has been home to a big-time 

running game, and if you have Todd Gurley and friends -- why wouldn’t you run a lot more, and not 

mess with throwing the ball…especially with ‘lackluster’ QB play? 

Because Georgia has been so focused on the run game, the wide receivers are not showcased. Their 

output numbers are mediocre compared to what happens at Baylor, et al., and their highlight reels are 

limited. It's the same argument I made with Georgia WR Chris Conley last season. None of us knew how 

good Conley really was because the passing game was a joke. Chris Conley working with Marcus 

Mariota or Jared Goff might have been a sensational producer in college. Perhaps, the same could be 

said for Malcolm Mitchell. 

Chris Conley is a way more gifted athlete than Malcolm Mitchell, but that's no slam because Chris 

Conley is arguably the most athletic WR in the NFL today. Malcolm Mitchell is a much better technical, 

instinctual wide receiver than Chris Conley. He has a gift…a gift that was not fully unwrapped at Georgia, 

and you have to take that into consideration…and that's a little scary to start filling in your own Malcolm 

Mitchells. 

Just watching the tape, when he was getting the chances, it was usually Mitchell running nice routes 

over the middle and catching passes cleanly. More attention getting, he was sent deep quite a bit, and 

the quarterback would just heave sloppy passes in his direction…rarely on target or in stride, with 

Mitchell having to make a radical adjustment to come back for the wounded duck or outfight a defender 

for the jump ball. The thing is…that's exactly what he did – he made the plays. When the quarterback 

put the ball anywhere near Mitchell, he had a strong tendency to come down with it… difficult catches, 

made difficult because of the quarterback. 
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What's there not to like or love about Mitchell as an NFL prospect? I think the tape is fantastic. In 

addition, he's a noted hard worker and high character guy – winning a few awards/honors for his actions 

off the field. His measurables check all the boxes…there is not one unchecked measurable area. He's not 

a freak in any category, but he's also not below average or even plain average in any area, physically. 

He's a rare species that has no ‘A’ grades physically, but he has all B’s and B+’s…no C’s or D’s. 

I didn't expect to, but I absolutely love the potential on Malcolm Mitchell. I think he's going to be a steal 

for an NFL team. And if he played for Oklahoma, I think he might have been an equal to/better than 

version of Sterling Shepard. The NFL team that drafts Ohio State’s Michael Thomas ahead of Malcolm 

Mitchell should have their draft license revoked. 

 

 

  

Malcolm Mitchell, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Here’s how unique Mitchell is – in 2012, Georgia had a rash of injuries in the defensive backfield, 

Mitchell (who had broken out as a freshman WR in 2011) converted over to play corner…and averaged 

4.0 tackles and 1.0 PDs per game in three games…before going back to play WR. He also started 

returning kicks and punts that season. In his second game switching back to WR in 2012, Mitchell caught 

9 passes for 103 yards. 

In 2013, Mitchell tore his ACL in the opening game just a few plays in…he was lost for the season. One of 

the big issues surrounding Mitchell is the ACL -- he’s had two surgical procedures on his knee. Judging by 

his 2016 NFL Combine…things seem to be fine. 

Deciphering Mitchell’s game logs is a mixed bag, because the Georgia passing game was so erratic…and 

depressed. Georgia QB Greyson Lambert threw for 200+ yards in a game in just three of his 12 games in 

2015. I’d like to tell you how Mitchell did against Florida/Vernon Hargreaves, which was Mitchell’s 

toughest matchup of 2015, but Georgia’s crappy starting QB was out and their even crappier backup 

came in to throw for 15-33 for 154 yards and 0 TD/4 INT. 

Mitchell had five or more catches in a game in seven of his last 15 college appearances. 

Mitchell had almost 500 more yards than the next-best receiver on Georgia last season. He also caught 5 

TDs passes in 2015, to lead the Bulldogs…the rest of the WRs + TEs caught a combined 4. Again, this pass 

game was a joke. 
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I mentioned that Mitchell is like a similar/better Sterling Shepard…they are similar athletes as well: 

5’10.2”/198, 4.49 40-time, 1.55 10-yard, 15 bench reps, 36” vertical, 6.96 three-cone = Mitchell 

5’11.5”/194, 4.48 40-time, 1.55 10-yard, 20 bench reps, 41” vertical, 7.00 three-cone = Shepard 

  

An interesting measurable: Malcolm Mitchell had the second largest hand-size among all the WRs at the 

NFL Combine – 10.5”. 

 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Malcolm Mitchell Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

The Reggie Wayne comp sticks out, not just because it’s ‘Reggie Wayne’…but because I couldn’t put my 

finger on who Mitchell reminded me of, but that Wayne comparison made a lot of sense to me. The 

Stefon Diggs comp gets my attention as well. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

8.215 2016 Mitchell Malcolm Georgia 5 11.5 198 7.99 8.62 9.45 

5.160 2015 Diggs Stefon Maryland 6 0.0 195 7.50 7.12 8.36 

9.394 2001 Wayne Reggie Miami, Fla 6 0.0 200 10.02 9.87 9.18 

6.479 2009 Collie Austin BYU 6 0.7 200 8.97 6.66 8.86 

6.164 2012 Jones Marvin California 6 1.6 199 9.72 9.30 7.94 

8.934 2010 Roberts Andre Citadel 5 10.7 195 8.59 12.44 10.59 

7.862 2010 Williams Damian USC 6 0.6 197 7.92 7.44 8.36 

6.897 2015 Agholor Nelson USC 6 0.1 198 7.80 10.05 8.29 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 
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Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2016 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I think there was a law passed that everyone must grade Mitchell as a 4th-round prospect. He’s the #14-

20 ranked WR in the 2016 class about everywhere I checked. The safe money is the 4th-round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I have Mitchell on my radar, but he’s not such a super stud or freak that I’d make 

him a priority. Depending upon what was left out there in the 4th-round, I might pass on 

Mitchell…especially if Akron LB Jatavis Brown is sitting out there. I’d like to land Mitchell, but it would 

be a ‘play it by ear’ pick. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I fear Mitchell is the kind of prospect that an NFL team could easily overlook – he’s not a freak, he’s just 

very talented with limited/no flaws outside of not working in a higher-tempo, effective passing game in 

college. Because he has some CB experience, a team might be tempted to move him there as well…not 

taking him as seriously as a WR. What team, depth chart he lands with is the key to everything. He’s not 

likely future star, but he should be a future NFL starter…with a chance of star-like numbers with the 

right team/QB/system. 
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